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NOMENCLATURE

Quantity

Latin Letter Symbols
amplitude of vibration of 
a surface, or sound wave 
particle displacement
speed of sound in the fluid
specific heat of fluid at 
constant pressure
cycles per second
specific heat of fluid at 
constant volume
empirical parameter used in 
free convection
empirical parameter used in 
free convection
diameter
frequency in cps
acceleration due to gravity
convective heat transfer 
coefficient
imaginary root = (/— /
mechanical equivalent of heat
coefficient of thermal conductivity
Boltzmann1s constant
Kubanskii1s heat transfer
correlation parameter



length
mass
molecular weight
exponential parameter in free convection 
exponential parameter in free convection 
pressure
pressure gradient 
radius
gas constant for one gram

d/e,
entropy generation rate
sound pressure level, db, re 0.0002 
microbar
time
temperature
temperature difference between surface 
of object and fluid
stream velocity in x direction
velocity in y direction
velocity vector
(3M/2RmT) = root square velocity of 
varying flow
velocity in z direction
space coordinates
average fringe spacing from Zehnder 
Mach Interferometer
scale of picture for Zehnder Mach 
Interferometer



Greek Letter Symbols
coefficient of thermal exnansion of 
fluid
ratio of specific heats
curl of v z vorticity
boundary layer thickness
( V/tv ) z  z alternating flow boundary 
layer thickness parameter
surface roughness

dimension of temperature 
wavelength
coefficient of dynamic viscosity of 
fluid
(°/yk = coefficient of kinematic 

viscosity
constant % 3.1416
density of fluid
specific volume
stream function in fluid flow
sound pressure
angular frequency in radians
Subscripts
alternating flow
critical level of vibration or sound 
above which heat transfer is increased



steady flow
ambient conditions in free stream
thermal boundary layer
with sound or vibrational effects
wall or object surface conditions
first approximation
second approximation

(D) Dimensionless Ratios
Andrade's and Pand's vibrational 
Reynolds Number

=*. Grashof number
(af/c) = vibrational Mach number
hd/k or hl/k = Nusselt number
cp f y k  * Prandtl number
U0d/y? = a type of vibrational 
Reynolds number for fluid flow

= Reynolds number for free 
stream fluid flow
V5d/> = Martinelli's vibrational 
Reynolds number
2afd/v> * Lemlich* s vibrational 
Reynolds number
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1 INTRODUCTION 
It is not intended that this work be construed as a 

final solution alleviating the requirement for further 
analysis on the part of later investigators. It is rather 
intended to provide a current summarization of the signifi
cant contributions made by many investigators up to the 
present time, along with an attempt to present an impartial 
view of the field as a whole. Discrepancies still exist 
among the results of certain experiments and some of these 
are still unexplainable, but in general it is considered 
that the conclusions exhibited herein do constitute the 
most acceptable position at this time•

Heat transfer is a relatively new field which did 
not come into prominence until the 20th Century. In the 
last two decades it has come into its own and has required 
a re-evaluation of the basic concepts of boundary layer 
theory, quantum mechanics, kinetic theory of gases, and 
other pertinent areas which musb be considered in a complete 
solution. Among the myriad of new areas of investigation 
within this broad heading is the one which is discussed in 
this thesis, that of the effects of vibration and high 
intensity sound on heat transfer•

Investigations leading up to this field of study 
were begun by physicists in the late 19th Century. At that
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.time they were limited to a study of the effects observed 
in a fluid when either a strong sound wave or a strong vi
bration was introduced therein. Dvorak^ was one of the first 
to consider such phenomena. He observed particles in a hor
izontal closed tube flowing from the velocity loops to the 
velocity nodes along the walls due to a sound wave. This 
flow is the phenomenon of MIsothermal streaming", and can be 
caused either by vibrating a solid object in a fluid or by 
introducing a sound wave of large magnitude. As the name 
implies it does not include a temperature difference between 
the fluid and the walls. Lord Rayleigh^ did some extensive 
calculations on this flow phenomenon, classifying it as a 
vortex flow. Both these men wrote their papers prior to 
1900 and it seems that little more was done until the late 
1920is when several works were published on this phenomenon. 
Carriere3 and Andrade^- both conducted significant experi
ments on flow patterns at this time while Schlichting5 was 
completing his mathematical analysis of flow problems and 
boundary layer theory in general. Prom that time on a 
gradual appreciation of the problems involved has sprung 
forth, leading to a series of analyses and experiments.

The isothermal streaming phenomenon has been of 
primary interest to many investigators. It has been dis
cussed under several titles such as "quartz or crystal 
wind", "acoustic streaming", and"flow separation". A dis
parity of viewpoint still exists as to the cause of the



phenomenon whatever title is used. One common finding, 
however, seems to be the realization that the Navier Stokes 
equations must be solved for a proper mathematical solution. 
Various investigators have used quite different simplifying 
assumptions for linearizing these non-linear equations. In 
addition, a great variance is found in the importance attach
ed to the higher order terms of the solutions by these men# 

Commencing with the work of Martinelli and Boelter^ 
in 1938, the phenomenon of streaming was applied to heat 
transfer problems. Nothing further of significant value 
appeared until the early 19501 s. This shows the relative 
newness of the field and its application. Since that time 
a series of works have been published dealing with experi
ments conducted in both forced and free convective flows#
In general, results have shown an increase in the heat 
transfer coefficient of up to l\.00% . One of the most com
plete studies was conducted in 1959 by Pand and Kaye? at 
the Wright Patterson Air Institute of Technology. It 
brought forth a very unusual discovery. In earlier studies 
of Holtsmark® the fluid-flow velocities observed in isother
mal streaming of a fluid around a vibrating cylinder were 
approximately 0#l5 cm/sec# Pand and Kaye observed no appar
ent isothermal streaming flow around a cylinder in the



presence of intense sound pressure levels. They did, how
ever find strong vortices containing streaming velocities 
of 100-200cm/sec when a temperature gradient was presentI 
This was not explainable in terms of earlier findings and 
needs further analysis. If correct, it leads to the assump
tion of a new flow phenomenon. An appropriate general 
theoretical framework has been investigated quite thoroughly 
in recent years under the title "coupled flows”.

The coupled flows of interest here have been given 
the title of "thermo-acoustic transduction". This is a 
relatively new field which is only just beginning to come 
into its own. It appears that within the framework of this 
phenomenon of thermo-acoustic transduction there exist 
three modes of disturbance fields labeled as the vorticity, 
entropy, and compression modes. When superimposed on a 
uniform flow they show up as fluctuations in momentum and 
energy. The interaction of these three modes seems to 
cause a reinforcement of the velocity which we have asso
ciated with acoustic streaming as observed separate from 
heat transfer problems and conditions. Very little is known 
of this reaction but its importance has been recognized.

In this thesis. Chapter 3 consists of a concise 
summarization of the results achieved in the field to date. 
Specific conclusions which have been reached followed by 
recommendations for further study are presented in Chapter



ij.. ' For those who are interested in more detail Chapters.15- 
7 discuss the phenomena more fully and show the significant 
results of various investigators. Attempts by the author 
to obtain an overall dimensionless correlation relating the 
effects of sound or vibration and heat transfer rates in 
both forced and free convective flows were unsuccessful.
The reasons for this are discussed in Chapter 2 in the 
light of a dimensional analysis performed by the author.



2 DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Upon completion of the study of the work of previous 

investigators, an attempt was made to find a dimensionless 
correlation involving the effects of vibration and sound 
pressure fields on heat transfer rates. It was considered 
desirable that this correlation include both forced and free 
convective flows. Not only was this attempt unsuccessful, 
but it showed a randomness of result even beyond that indi
cated by individual previous investigators.

For this reason an independent dimensional analysis 
was performed to determine whether previous studies using 
empirical relationships had included all the pertinent 
parameters. It had already been established that a theo
retical approach only had not been successful up to the pre
sent time.

For the kind of heat transfer problems being dealt 
with in this paper there appear to be at least l6 quanti
ties which should be considered. They are listed below 
along with their dimensional formulae;

Quantities of Interest Dimensional Formula
a) a = amplitude of vibration of the 

solid surface or of fluid par
ticle motion for sound wave

6



7
b) f =■ frequency of solid surface vibra- t

tion or of sound in fluid.
c) v = velocity of fluid medium (inde- Lt"1

pendent of sound or vibration)
d) ©  = temperature of fluid 6)
e) h = convective heat transfer coefficient Mi ©
f) L - significant dimension of surface L

in contact with fluid
g) P  = density of fluid ML 3
h) ^  =• dynamic viscosity of fluid MC* t '
i) k = thermal conductivity of fluid MUT3©'1
j) g ” gravitational acceleration Li:"Z
k) Cp = specific heat of fluid at

constant pressure
1) j0 =• coefficient of thermal expansion ©

of fluid
m) c = speed of sound in fluid L"!r
n) = ratio of specific heats
o) Af = temperature difference between 0

surface and fluid
p) £2 - roughness of surface L

The four dimensions are: L = length
M 186 mass t * time ©>= temperature

The Buckingham Pi theorem indicates twelve 
dimensionless Pi groups. The twelve terms consid
ered applicable in this problem are listed below:

a) Nusselt Number - - -tL . - L - . P-j-—t y  1 M  L,
b) Prandtl Number - C p %  = J L  . H  t Q±3T  ̂ M9 IT ML
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G-rashof Number = Q 'f ’ ^  Q  44"
Vibrational 
Mach Number *  a4/c -rii
Fluid Flow Mach Number = y /c  = ^
Vibrational Reynolds = o £ L f - - L J - I i . i l  L£ 
Number ^  I t  J L3 M

Fluid Flow = L  L M (A
Reynolds Number "t I U  M

Ratio of =
Specific Heats Lz

Vibrational Amplitude _ —  _ A  . _A
Length L I L

j) Temperature Difference d k F __ G  % _/
Fluid Temperature ~~ Q  ~ t  q

k) Surface Roughness _ ~ A  ,J_
Length /- /  L

(Coefficient of Thermal __ ^  j_ q
Expansion Fluid) ~ ‘ ^  O i
(Temperature of Fluid)

From an analysis of these twelve dimensionless 
groups and a comparison of them with the parameters used 
in earlier investigations, the following facts became 
apparent. The pertinent dimensionless groups from the 
above list apparently were not all considered in any pre
vious investigation. A sufficient number were considered 
to allow a limited result but not enough to permit a valid 
correlation between vibration and sound wave effects. One 
specific example of this is the fact that all investiga
tors writing an empirical equation for the heat transfer



used either a vibrational Mach number or a vibrational 
Reynolds number• In no case were both parameters consid
ered togetherI This is apparently due to the fact that 
none of the previous investigators attempted to find a 
correlation between forced and free convection. Prom this 
fact coupled with the absence of a dimensionless correla
tion between heat transfer with vibration and that with 
sound effects, it may be concluded that the data obtained 
to date is insufficient to yield a complete picture of 
the transport phenomenon. Any further studies undertaken 
should definitely proceed with this fact in mind.



3 RESUME AND CONCLUSIONS 
Isothermal Streaming. When a standing wave of sound is pro
duced in a stationary fluid which is at constant temperature 
the phenomenon of streaming takes place. Its direction is 
from the antinodes (position of maximum particle velocity) 
to the nodes (position of zero particle velocity) along the 
confining walls, with a reverse flow direction in the cen
ter of the stream as is shown in Figure 1 on page 18. The 
existence of streaming depends upon the existence of vis
cous fluid shear near a surface•

Above a limiting or critical intensity of sound a 
vortex flow can be observed around any object placed in the 
medium. A similar effect can be produced by vibrating the 
object in the absence of a sound field. For symmetrical 
objects a vortex appears in each quadrant provided that the 
object is located at an antinode, and midway between the 
walls. In actuality, two sets of vortices exist. Except 
in a small transition range of sound or vibration levels 
they do not exist simultaneously. The first set is small 
and quite close to the object. The second set is much 
larger, farther from the object, and rotates in the oppo
site direction. These two types of streaming occur at 
different vibrational Reynolds numbers (afd/V )• The

10



11
critical Reynolds number at transition is approximately 100. 
Below this value only the small inner vortices exist.
Above this value only the large vortices exist.

The inner vortices are of much higher velocity than 
the outer ones. In an approximate solution of the Navier 
Stokes equations Eoltsmark^ found the inner vortices to be 
described by the second order terms of theesolution, while 
prediction of the outer vortices required higher order 
terms. The inner trajectories found by Carriers^ should 
not be confused with these inner vortices. His trajectories, 
appeared closer to the object than the inner streaming vor
tices being discussed, are caused by the steady flow, and 
are not related to the streaming phenomenon.
Heat Transfer with Sound and Vibration. When heat transfer 
is considered in forced or free convection, there exist 
critical magnitudes of vibration or sound up to which no 
increase in heat transfer occurs. In expressing the in
crease in heat transfer above these critical values, most 
investigators have resorted to empirical equations using a 
limited number of dimensionless groups. As was pointed 
out in the dimensional analysis in Chapter 2, more parame
ters than just those considered would appear to require 
consideration in a complete analysis.
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Forced Convection* Forced convection of fluid around an ob
ject causes turbulence• If the velocity of vibration of the 
object is greater than that of the stream, the transition 
from laminar to turbulent flow occurs farther upstream of 
the object thereby causing an increase in heat transfer.
The actual phenomenon occurring is boundary layer separa
tion farther upstream due to the introduction of the vibra
tion.

Heat transfer to water by forced convection is 
materially increased by vibration. In tests made with in
dustrial equipment where turbulent flow was already present, 
an increase of 2 1 $ has been achieved for an increase in 
power input of less than 10^. These results should be con
sidered as a minimal example since they were achieved for a 
stream already in turbulent flow. It appears that it is 
possible to control boundary layer thickness by varying 
the point of tear-away through sound or vibration.
Free Convection. For free convection, the orientation of an 
object relative to the directions of the vibrations or sound 
waves is quite important. If the vibrations of the object 
are longitudinal i.e., parallel to the surface, a mathe
matical solution of the Navier Stokes equations consisting 
of a free convectional term and a vibrational term is 
possible. As soon as a transverse vibration i.e., perpen
dicular to the surface, is introduced, the equations are no
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longer solvable except for small amplitude vibrations which 
have an insignificant effect on heat transfer through the 
fluid. For large amplitudes of vibration only experimental 
results are available.

Throughout this section on free convection the term 
amplitude is used to mean amplitude of vibration and it 
applies to both surface vibration and sound pressure parti
cle vibration.

For free convection the effect on heat transfer of 
amplitude seems to be greater than that of frequency al
though neither can be considered independent of the other. 
The local value of hv seems to vary along the object*s 
surface for both vibration and sound systems; however, it 
seems to be random in its variation and the cause of this 
phenomenon has not as yet been fully determined. For a 
free convective flow in the presence of sound or vibra- 
tion,streaming appears above a critical amplitude- 
frequency product value (acfc). As the vortices start form
ing at acfc, the rate of heat transfer increases rapidly. 
During their formation they cause a transition in the 
boundary layer. Once the inner vortex system becomes thin, 
boundary layer separation occurs and the flow becomes tur
bulent. At this point the rate of increase of heat trans
fer is lessened but there is still an increase over the rate 
without vibration. At this time the outer vortices move



i4
into proximity augmenting the inner system. This sequence 
of events shows that the time of vortex formation is the 
most important one for heat transfer calculations with vi
bration and that the transition of the boundary layer is 
more important than is the final turbulent flow condition.

The minimum value of acfc above which heat transfer 
is increased by a solid object's vibration has been report
ed to be approximately 0.l6 ft/sec. For sound fields the 
reported values are slightly less, measuring approximately 
O.1I4. ft/sec. This parameter acfc represents a vibrational 
velocity and is definitely one of the critical factors 
which must be considered in a correlation between forced 
and free convective flows.

An increase in wall temperature seems to show an 
increase in h v at a smaller acfc value* but further ex
periments at high temperatures are needed to prove this 
since all experiments to date have been performed at rela
tively low temperatures. The effects of both sound and vi
bration are greatly reduced as the wall temperature in
creases since there is a greater boundary layer disturbance 
even without vibration.

The vortices found in free convective heat transfer 
in a sound field are only found in the two quadrants above 
the object. In isothermal streaming they are found in all 
four quadrants. These upper quadrants' vortices alternate
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with only one present at a time and their rotational ve
locity is much higher than any observed in isothermal 
streaming. This phenomenon of high velocity vortices pre
sent in a sound field with a temperature gradient, but not 
present in a staue of constant temperature, is considered 
to be a form of coupled flow called 11 thermo-acoustic 
transduction"• It certainly appears to be a powerful aid 
to heat transfer and has great potential in the heat trans
fer field.

Attempts by the author to define a dimensionless 
correlation among the published findings of many investi
gators of forced and free convective flows in the presence 
of vibrational and sound field effects have proved incon
clusive. The apparent failure of previous investigators 
to consider all pertinent parameters of the dimensional 
analysis as outlined in Chapter 2, appears to be a pri
mary deterrent.

The fact has definitely been established, however, 
that heat transfer can be materially increased by any 
motion which causes a vortex flow. When this vorbex motion 
is generated by a sound wave or vibration of sufficiently 
large amplitude or frequency then a much higher rate of heat 
transfer is achieved. This appears to be economically fea
sible for commercial use in a variety of fields and is there
fore worthy of further investigation.



4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is considered desirable to conduct a properly 

controlled series of experiments which would allow a cor
relation of the effects of both vibrations and sound waves 
on heat transfer rates for both forced and free convection. 
The significant dimensionless groups as found by dimen
sional analysis should all be considered and the experi
mental procedure should insure proper control of them.
Due to the magnitude of this project it could be divided 
into many smaller studies with well defined limits of 
investigation in each.

The range of temperatures as compared to previous 
studies should be extended considerably at the upper limit 
so as to verify the trends shown at higher temperatures 
in those studies.

Under these conditions it is considered entirely 
possible to relate heat transfer coefficients to geometry, 
fluid properties, fluid flow rates, and vibration or sound 
intensities and frequencies. The ultimate purpose and 
usefulness would be the possibility of a reasonable pre
diction of heat transfer rates in the presence of sound 
fields and vibration.

1 6



$ ISOTHERMAL STREAMING INVESTIGATIONS 
3*1 Lord Rayleigh^ analyzed the two dimensional 

circulations of air in a horizontal tube when a standing 
wave is established by a vibrating piston in the tube. He 
simplified the Navier Stokes equations by neglecting the 
terms which arq dependent upon the development and conduc
tion of heat. He linearized his equations through the as
sumption that in the first approximation, the second order 
derivatives of velocity could be ignored since the motion 
was assumed to be solenoidal. This led to the prediction 
of streaming effects which he observed in his experiments. 
He considered the existence of vortical motion to be inde
pendent of the magnitude of the viscosity, so that stream
ing should be observed in any viscous fluid. This assump
tion was later shown by Eckert^ to be valid. His expres
sing of his result using only a first approximation has 
been challenged by subsequent investigators, but the 
general conclusions have been accepted. His observed flow 
patterns as shown in Figure 1 with the flow along the walls 
proceeding from loops to nodes and returning down the cen
terline from nodes to loops, have been found to be quite 
valid. The loops are points of maximum velocity of air 
particles due to the sound. The nodes are points of mini
mum velocity.

17



Pig. 1 STREAMING IN A STANDING WAVE TUBE
S .2 In 1929 Carriers^, with the aid of a microscope

studied the motion of air particles around a 2.5 mm. diame
ter cylinder placed in a standing wave. He observed two sep
arate flow patterns dependent upon the amplitude of vibra
tion of the fluid. For an amplitude of fluid particles 
less than *30 mm. four elliptical trajectories were ob
served close to the cylinder and distributed one to each 
quadrant• The direction of flow in these trajectories was 
as shown in Figure 2. For an amplitude greater than *30 
mm four tear-shaped trajectories, as seen in Figure 3 > were 
observed closer to the cylinder than the smaller elliptic 
ones. Only one set of trajectories was present at one 
time. No mathematical relationship was determined.

Vibra+ior? 
y -  of objeof

Vi bra+i on

Fig. 2 TRAJECTORIES FOR Fig. 3 TRAJECTORIES FOR
VIBRATIONAL AMPLITUDES AMPLITUDES GREATER
LESS THAN .30 mm THAN .30 mm



5^3 Andrade^" la his Initial experiments contlnu- 
ously vibrated gas in a tube,® The vibrator consisted of a 
diaphragm driven by a valve utilizing alterhating current k: 
He' .-observed, that above a minimum. amplitude-frequency pro,-- 
duct, value * a flow from ant inodes or loops to .nodes .wag' ■; 
causedf; In-addition^ he noted a vortex motion around any 
obstacle placed in'this flow for, values greater than this- 
minimum amplitude-frequency value. For a frequency of bOO 
ops M s  results were, /in support. of Rayleigh8 s as seen., in-': 
Figure ii- y ,-'2% r . .

- He next turned his efforts to observing obstacles 
vibrated in a sound field in air» These objects were . 
placed at ant inode s and midway between the wall's» It was ' 
.found that large amplitudes of..vibration caused a strong; ; 
general circulation oh mdvement .of air without actual ■ -, 
formation, of vortices occurring® Reducing- the. amplitude, ; 
weafcehed' the general circulatory movement until finally 
a well-formed set of vortices was observed® Further' re™
, ductioh: di,stehde.d the vortices causing sluggish and ill- . 
defined fluid motiona The vortices appeared in each 
. quadrant as is shown in Figure if ®; The same results were 
obtained .by ehanging the:frequency rather than the amp!!-



<- Vibralion o f  obi&cf

Fig. k  ANDRADE‘S STREAMING AROUND A CYLINDER
It appeared that the size of the object relative 

to the amplitude of vibration affected the vortex size and 
shape. Defining what he called a vibrational Reynolds 
number a 1 f / ^  , he found that the critical ratio of the am
plitude to the object's diameter for streaming to occur 
was:

a) a2/
a/cri-f •0017 + •°031 V  O'l)

5 .L Schlichting^ made a mathematical analysis of 
the flow around a cylinder oscillating in a fluid at rest.
He proposed that small oscillations of the cylinder induced 
flows whose nature was such that a steady motion was impart
ed to the whole fluid. He predicted that at the cylinder's 
surface both the normal and the tangential components of 
velocity induced by the periodic motion should vanish, where
as at a large distance from it only the tangential compo
nent should vanish. In solving the Navier Stokes equations 
he followed Rayleigh's work in the first approximation
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disregarding the second order derivatives of velocity. In 
his second approximation which included these terms he 
found that the boundary conditions could be satisfied at 
the surface but not at fairly large distances. Here a 
tangential component appeared which he had thought would 
vanish. Its magnitude was given by:

tion induced an additional streaming at a large distance 
from the wall•

shown in Figure which were substantiated by Andrade*s 
experimental findings. In addition his equation predicted 
a small trajectory close to the cylinder and with an

($.2 )

From this he concluded that the periodic vibra-

His second approximation predicted vortices as

opposite direction of flow as shown in Figure 6.

Vibrational J)ireciion
<    =
Vibrational Direction'

Fig. 5 OUTER VORTICES WITH 
SECONDARY STREAMING 
MOTION

Fig. 6 INNER VORTICES 
WITH SECONDARY 
STREAMING MOTION



• - 5 E c k e r t ^,, in analyzing the equations of motion
of a viscous fluid,, noted a density change due to dissipa
tion of acoustic energy by viscous'forces„ He found that 
the maximum' value of the steady streaming velocity caused 
by a sound wave -depended on the resistance of the walls 
to the fluid flowo From this he concluded that the ex- ■ .
istenoe of streaming is..ihdependent of the size of the 
coefficient of viscosity and is, therefore, to be expect
ed even:in fluids of low viscosityo . '. ,• ,

. 5 °6 Liebermann $ continuing with Eckert8 s study .
of viscosities9 performed an experimental study which 
showed streaming to depend markedly on frequency« He 
found two clearly defined sets of vortices with a vibra- .
tional Reynolds.number of 100 as the transition value! • '

' £ o 7 4ndres and 'Ingard'™3^ noted that two types
. of vortices around a .cylinder have been observedi The
vortices of Carriere^? much closer to the surface, flow ,
clockwise in the first and third quadrants and counter- 
clockwise in the second and fourth, Oarrlere8 s- seemed . 
to be related to small vibrational Reynolds numberv 
values, while SchUchting1 s outer vortices appeared at 
much larger vibrational Reynolds mimbers of about 

1000/
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Considering high Reynolds numbers, they extended 

the equations of Schlicting, considering another approxi
mation which included third and fourth order velocity 
terms♦ They found that including the fourth order terms 
changed the shape of the vortices causing them to become 
more tear-shaped as is shown in Figure 7•

Fig. 7 WITHOUT FOURTH WITH FOURTH
ORDER TERMS ORDER TERMS

They found their results using this additional 
approximation to check experimentally for a/d values 
greater than 0 .17•

In solving for Carriere1s low Reynolds number 
streaming pattern, they considered the Oseen Approxima
tion to be valid for linearizing the Navier Stokes equa
tions. They found that d/o^ , the ratios of the cylinder 
diameter to the boundary layer thickness parameter for 
streaming, could be used to predict the closeness of the 
vortices to the cylinder for low Reynolds number flow. 
They called this ratio R*. As R* became larger the vor
tices moved farther away from the surface and became less 
distinct, disappearing entirely at R 1 = 3•



' -I % . ■ - ' ■■■ . - . - ■ ••• . '' Westepvelt contended that the use o f 'the Oseen 
Approximation, for .linearizing' the... equations of oscillatory :. 
flow past obstacles is not .valid,; His findings' were limited 
to cases where ■ a/d was-less than ,5, where the boundary ./ 
layer caused by the f irst order velocity terms: is, much 
thicker than that , caused by the: higher order . terms causing 
streaming flow. This range of values does include Andres 
and IngardAs;work.  ̂ 1 - I: -- ■
- . ; - : : Ah, additional limitat ion on the use of the Oseen . •
Approximation is the fact.that in experiments' the: inner 
vortices appear to exist up to a' vibrational Reynolds . .
number value of about 100, while justif.icatibn of the 
approxjmatibh is only considered valid up to Reynolds values 
of about 10. tX- ■ - .

,,y 5.a;8': Westervelt " analyzed the Navier Stokes equa
tions for. streaming including sec.ond order'veloc ity terms.

His condlusiors were that the vorticity caused by 
a sound beam can be properly expressed by considering a 
first .approximation containing only second order terms as / 
long as. the'.particle displacement of the fluid. is less' than 
the diameter of. the object in the flow*. He cautioned, that 
the equations of Schlfcht ing or Rayle ighs w ith their 
simplifying assumption of irrotational first order motion^ 
must not be applied to cases of flow in which the wave 
length of the sound is large or where the sound waves do 
hot approach the object in a direction perpendicular to
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the surface.

5«9 Keller conducted a study of finite ampli
tude waves requiring the solution of the non-linear form 
of the Navier Stokes equations which was in contrast to 
the use of linearizing simplifications employed by most 
investigators. He considered this a more accurate ap
proach since the previous methods were valid only for 
small values of amplitude. He plotted the results he 
was able to obtain as shown in Figure ti, and found a con
siderable variation to exist in the values of specific 
volume over a small range of amplitude changes. He 
concluded that this could readily account for many of the 
variations found in previous results.

Fig. 8 SPECIFIC VOLUME IN A FREELY VIBRATING- CLOSED 
TUBE

5.10 Holtsmark^ et al., completed both mathemat 
ical analyses and experimental studies of stationary
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objects in a sound field. Their findings are considered 
to be among the finest on the phenomenon of isothermal 
streaming.

Their analytical results indicated that their most 
important solution of the Navier Stokes equations, insofar 
as isothermal streaming was concerned, was their first 
approximation. This approximation which included second 
and third order velocity terms indicated that one vortex 
existed in each quadrant near the cylinder. In addition 
it predicted that outside the four inner vortices there 
was another system of four vortices. These had an oppo
site circulation from the inner. Both sets of vortices 
are shown in Figure 9• The streamlines between the vor
tices represent a less intense circulation.

Fig. 9 I M S R  AND OUTER VORTEX SYSTEMS
Schlichting1 s equations found essentially the same 

pairs of vortices, but his inner vortex was much thinner, 
being about .13 cm wide as compared to .20 cm in
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Holtsmark1 s 0 In the outer vortices«, however., Holtsmapk 
considered Schlidating1 s vortices to be much too large» He 
felt this was due to incorrect boundary conditions having 
been applied by SohHchtingo

Their experimental study found the thickness of the 
'boundary layer to be an inverse function of the parameter 
£|> It should be observed, however, that all their experi
ments were run with a vibrational Reynolds number of less 
than 6<> The maximum flow velocity which they measured was 
approximately b.l5cm/sec = Their experimental results 
showed a good correlation with their predicted results in 
the outer vortices, but in the inner ones the vortex thick
ness found was somewhere between 8GhlI#tlng:s and their 
estimateso They'were unable to justify this.

In general the streaming was fairly predictable with 
the inner vortex system having a much higher velocity than 
the outer one» They considered their first approximation 
sufficient for streaming calculations considering the value 
of additional approximations to be negligible^

Several of the Investigators have determined that 
for low frequencies of vibration or sound cbupled with.a 
large ^/d ratio, a slow almost steady flow occurs. This 
flow is not related to the streaming phenomenon. The 
thin boundary layer caused by this flow at the objects 
surface was referred to aso^gt thb steady flow boundary
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layer thicknesso ■Holtsmark.1 s group considered Garriere’s 
inner trajectories to be Independent of streaming and re
lated to this steady flow*

5 oil R a n e y et alt , ran a .series of tests em
ploying liquids as the medium and applying both sound and 
object vibrations independently 1 Their results predicted 
that streaming patterns would be the same regardless of 
whether the object or the fluid oscillates®

They also attempted by comparing the dimensionless 
values.Cy/£)o//oAC6 Of several previous studies to correlate 
the findings of the more Important previous investigations 
with respect to isothermal streaming. They considered the 
results of Holtsmark to be: excellent. •They did, however, 
recommend the inclusion of a corrective term which would 
bring his theoretical and experimental results Into closer 
agreement.

Using this corrected form of Holtsmark8 s results, 
they determined that the observations of the investigators 
listed below proved to be consistent with one another pro
viding that they were limited to approximately the d/r/^Q 
values shown« .

a) In the regime where & /c f~ W a s  approxi
mately 8, Carrier©8s work indicated the most prominent 
feature of streaming would he the vortex motion near the 
surface. -



. ; b) : In the. transition zone where varied \ ; ,
from 5 to 12g Andres and IngardJs work indicated that the 
■ inner ^ortlees were large and the puter ones were barely de- V
tec table.® : - . - ' , -• : '

c) In the regime w h e r e a p p r d x l -  . 
mately 17s Andrade's, work indicated only one set of vor
tices to be present® In actnalityi however^;,it has since . - I
been established that two -sets pf yortices* were, existent in * . ■

. th is  /regime w ith-the, inner set b a r e ly d e  tec  table® - . - / ■ C.

.* %// /'' /' d) In the regime where d/o/"&r, was approxi- .; .vv'/'.'
mately .6.5, Schlldating9 s work indicated that c/ j)Q was very 
thin and only the outer vortices w ere visible® ; '

; The f  indings s ta te d  above were only considered  

v a lid  fo r  a /d  r a t io s  of l e s s  than »5S ; , : .



6 HEAT TRANSFER INVESTIGATIONS 
6.1 Martine111 and Boelter^ performed the first 

experiment dealing directly with the transfer of heat under 
the effects of vibration. In 1938, they vibrated a hori
zontal cylinder immersed in water. The vibration was sinu
soidal in a vertical direction and had amplitudes between 
0 and .10 inches at frequencies of 0 to 40 cps.

They presented their results in dimensionless 
parameters using a Nusselt number Nu, a Prandtl number Pr, 
a Grashof number Gr, and a Reynolds number Rex. In their 
Reynolds number they used the root square velocity of 
vibration of the cylinder, vg, as the velocity term.

They found a critical Reynolds number of approxi
mately 1000. Below this value no apparent change in the 
rate of heat transfer was observed. Above this value the 
usual free convection became negligible and the forced 
vibration was the controlling factor. Their results are 
expressed graphically in Figure 10.

Fig. 10 PLOT OF Nu VS VIBRATIONAL REYNOLDS NUMBER

3 0



v  ; : x- - ; : - V - :■
, ; With an Increase in their Rexs they had nearly a
four "fold, increase in Nu within the range of their experi
ments e She largest increase iri Nu was 387% for a Hex 
value of' ̂ 94G>ov :: : ' ; ■' ’

They found that their results could, he expressed ■ ;
hy the following empirical relationships

Hex -= Nu ^ . 12008 ^ 20(Gr<,Pr)8/Nu8 (6e 1)

In order to include the (Or) (Pr) v a l u e t h e y  assumed a ; . \
relatively - constant zX-T., / "-f ■ '  :

h, ] ■ *' 1 ’: - • -6«,2 , Mawardi' wrote a paper -vUch was primarily ' 
an extension of previous works© He included a Second 
approximation of the Navier Stokes equations with second 
order velocity terms and concluded, that a temperature rise 
in the boundary layer could be expressed a s a function of 
frequency» He expressed this ass / . ", -

- . A T  —  (360 Ho2 f3) (6©2)

This is. one of the first attempts at equating a tempera^ 
ture change to a frequency and his results are in agree*? 
ment with much of the later experimentation although his 
equation as shown is not homogeneous» '

6©5 West and Taylor^8 investigated the effect of 
pulsations of the fluid on heat transfer to water flowing
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in heated tubes . They worked in the, range of Reynolds . 
numbers between 30*000 and 85*000 with a steady, flow and a 
eonstant pulsation frequency of l a66 •ops> They controlled 
their pulsations by means of a; reeiprooating pump.and an 
air tank from which the puls ing cd uld be adjusted^ They 
defined their "pulsation ratio" a s .the ratio of the maxi- 
mum air volume to the minimum air volume in the chamber 
over one cycle e Results of their tests' are shown in 
Table I. ■ ' ■ ' " ; : - , " ; -

■ TisiE i . •'. :
pulsation Heat transferred U Btu/hr-ft^-F Required

ratio• 10* Btu/hr ' power
(watts)

lb04 , SI. 3 382 • 2225
l al8 ; V . ■,:26b3' ; 465 2437,
1®42' * '26s4vf;. ■ 510 - 2407 .

. rv : . ' : ;25b8: : -i- 451 .. ... , . 2110 :

i:e84. ; ; 2 6 03. , - 'v ■; '463 . /  ' ’ . : 2157

: HEilT TRANSFER RATES AT VARIOHS PULSATION RATIOS
The net pdwer consumption, increased about Q% between 

pulsation ratios of 1 e04 and. la42a This is a moderate in
crease for a magnitude of he at transfer improvement of about 
24$o They concluded that it should be possible to boost the 
capacity of existing heat exchangers for turbulent flow by 
switching to re0iprocating pumps with a ccontrolled dampening



of the pulses 6 This dan: be & one without excessive power 
Increases ® . The authors noted that a maximizing value o f .. 
pulsations appeare'd to exist0 Variations in frequency were 
not considered. ■ :  

It should be relts inhered that the se results were 
achieyed despite the fact that the flow was already turCbu”* 
lent o This turbuleht flow negated one of the areas of 
greater improvement due to vibration^ namely that of 
hastening the transition from laminar .to turbulent flow0

6o4 Kubanskii noted t hat acoustical wind effects 
occur only for large vibrations since they are associated . 
with viscosity and are thus caused by the second order non
linear terms* He decided to conduct an experiment on the 
effects of both progressive and standing sound waves on 
heat transfer rates © Thiswas a free c onvectlye heat t rans 
fer study conducted with a cylinder placed in a sound field 

: With the progressive - waves picturestaken of the'- 
gensrated flow showed stripes at the nodes © The tembera- 
turbs in these dark stripes were higher« Hear the cylinder 
surface the fluid began flowing from ::.antinodes to nodes , 
and then perpendicularly away© .

For the case of the stand ing wave ̂ supplement ary 
stripes .were produced by higher harmonics© The second har~ 

• monic stripe was almost as dark as the fir st> but each 
succeeding stripe'was far weaker© , ...



His findings mre. as follows:
. , ■ ' aj'y Ss'•inerease: in ĥ .
was eaused by the increased flow of hot air outward at the 
nodes and cold air' inward at the antinodes«,

b) His empirical expression relating Hu and 
a parameter"K is as follows? ; - ' ;

Mu — ,lGK®ffl̂  ( 60S )

in which

K  = SFh
(So 4)

The relationship in 6 e3 was only valid for (Gr)(Pr) values 
between 25(10®) and 100 (10^)« . . /

'• c) A streaming flow was bbserved due to the 
primary vibration and also due to hî a.er;/ha3im,oriies» ,

■ Kubanskii also made a study of the effect of
vibrations on the boundary layer5 analogous to a forced 
convection heat transfer problemV Commenting on previous 
studiess he noted that Andrade had found that displacing 
his. immersed cylinder from the antinode, to the side of the . 
node caused the vortices to be formed.only on the antinode 
side«, He believed that previous investigations had not 
answered the question of whether acoustical flow ean exist 
in a moving fluid near the walls of a solid body0 This was 
the problem which he desired to solve®- He found that a



soutid wave perpendicular to .a forced f low around a cylinder/ 
..caused a characteristic flow, for a fairly large vibrational ;,-i 

1 1 ; ‘Reynolds numbero The boundary layer was torn alternately . : 
from opposite sides of the cylinder causing vortex formar 

; tiona ’ The/.transit ion from laminar to turbulent flow moved ' tf -t I
" the point of tear “away closer tothe cylinder. For a heated

■yf, cylinder the rate of heat transfer was increased by the 1
. transitIon from laminar to turbulent flow, ■ ; :

■ His experiment consisted of. a heated cylinder placed . : ' ::
’. 'crosswise: in a wind t unnel in the presence of' an acous tic . 1

•. field, :5, standing wave was achieved by use of a reflect- ' -
; ■ ing wall» .A free stream Reynolds number of 2500 was used

: with a sound pressure level of 150 db, 1 f
: ‘ Hpstream of the cylinder no change was nofed. Down™ ■
stream, the angle of contact between the cylinder and the 

: , boundary layer was ’ changed,' .hastening the transition from
‘ ;. , . laminaryto/ ,turbulent floW, ahd thereby shifting the point ' '
v‘ -"t: of; tear “'away 'upstream towards, the (^llhder, y -I ■ ''t v;/' ...' . :/x o.

The following are his conclusionss,
a) Changes in the velocity of the stream were.

.. significants but only if the vibrational velocity was grea-
ter than the free, stream.velocity.® - ,■

1 . b) ' .Heat emission could be either increased or ^
decreased by positioning the cylinder relative to the. nodes..

-... f fand1 antinpdes,.; ;:fear“away closer to t he cylinder increased •



heat transfer» while tear-away farther downstream of the 
cylinder decreased heat transfer» • "

- c ) Vibrations produced an earlier change from,
laminar to turbulent flow® Boundary layer flow can be con
trolled in this mannero . , .

d) A maximum increase in ĥ . was-: found to be 
approximately 50^ for his 1«5 cm diameter cylinder® Using 
his previously defined value of he found"Uu'in forced 
convection to bes .

; : .yu;=;^  : ; - afd/v< me ; (6o5)

: ■ _ , Hu = '2^ af d// > Be (6*6)

afd/v> repre sents the vibrational Reynolds number and Re 
the free stream Reynolds number®. V

6o5' Tsui^^ studied the effect of transverse vi- 
brations i»eo perpendicular to the surface, on heat trans
fer from a heated vertibal plate in air® He recognized the 
Husselt number in low speed flow to be a function of the 
Grashof and Frandtl numbers« He started with the two dimen
sional Havier Stokes flow equations

By applying a series of simplifying assumptions he
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linearized the equation and obtained a solution for the 
Eusselt number without vibration® .

Hu = 0o508
gx5(Tw - TQ) 

4v>2 T  ’ ' _

* = 0*359 Grl (6*8)

: He then considered the solution for a longitudinally 
vibrated plate.with simple harmonic oscillations^. Here he 
again found an analytical solution of1 the Havier Stokes 
equations was possible® - ‘ , -.I.

He next attempted to solve for the case of a trahs- 
versely Vibrating plate in free convection* He observed 
that an exact solutionwas no longer possible as it had 
been for the longitudinally Vibrated plate$ and the simpli
fying assumptions previously used are not justifiable® 
Transforming the .momentum equations t o a moving -reference-' 
frames he expressed the equations ass

6 - 8 9 *  N *  « ? • > ¥ =

c)cF fU,cf •) _  2o£ '■ (SelO)
3 T0 a t  c9xz J  . c/ 7 - <

-where pritae marked symbols' refer to the new. coordinate . 
system® .These .represent two. simultaneous non-linear partial 
differential ■equations of the-first order with two dependent 
variables u ’ and and two independent variables, t and x 1, 
As far as Tsui c ould ascertain these :equations were not



'iSolVable';'by:i’.-î 1̂ eiaatical.-- oh. numeri cal means 0 '
• Sxzmming this portion of his works he stated that 

. .transverse vibrations of a heated plate . in free convection 

. are only solvable mathemat ieally for small amplitude vibra” ' 
tions which do not materially affeot -the heat transfer rate a 

; ■, Turning now to an experimental s tudy<,- he constructed
a plate Tshidh was positioned vertically and vibrated between 
amplitudes of 0 and 0o2 inches at a freqtency' of : 3 to 20 cps> 
His re suit s’ were determined by using a Zehnder-Mach Inter
ferometer which would produce interference photographs of ' 
his .effects6 ; ■ :: : :v■' ; /, - '■
, *■ He used the following equation for plotting his data
without vibrations 1 •, ■ -

, loghiu^ " 0o:426. l o g  Sr . -. (Sell),

In Figure lls HusseIt values.found experimentally withesound 
are plotted on the same scale with values without sound® .

His conclusions were as followss
a) Ho Simple rule can,be laid out to determine 

the effects of amplitude and vibration on hv «
b) A minimum vibrational amplitude did not 

appear9 since for the, size of the plate useds the smallest 
amplitude utilized yielded a 15^ increase in hv c

c ) The optimum hv occurred a t an amplitude of 
@009 in® and a frequency- of 10 cps® With these settings a
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2401^ Increase was achievedb:

' d) ‘She variations in ZXT noticed along the 
platees surface precluded the expression of Uu as a SMctlon 
of; (Gro)'(Pr<,);/; ■' • ; V

. e) The slope of the log plot of Nu versus Gp 
variedifrom - o27 to ®29<, The free convective slope without 
vibration is V2S for laminar flow and 033 for turbulent 
flow® This seemed to indicate a partial transition of. the; v;

: :: . vf;):: ' fhase , jpos ition along the plate , seemed to . 
have a great V effect o n ‘hv but a specifie relationship was . 
not defined., - It was. found howe ver9 that h^ varied in a 
random manner along the plate®, This phenomenon is in need 
of further study. • ; ~ ■ 1: I ■

'606 hemlichs considering vibrational effects on 
natural convective heat t?ansfer# vibrated electrically heat* 
ed wires transversely in air in the range 59-122 Ops. . ;

His measurements were all taken halfway between the 
ends of the wire where the wire could be considered to b e
straight even at the peaks of the sine wave „ Vibrations
and temperatures were measured only at this point® Checks 
showed no serious Inaccuracies as a result of using average 
heat dissipation throughout the wire.

The heat transfer coefficient hv was found to
increase both with amplitude and frequency changes® The 
effects of both were found to diminish as the wiref#
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temperature was increased. This was attributed to the in
creased film disturbance at higher temperatures even with
out vibration. Because of this effect the increase due to 
vibration represents a smaller proportion of the overall 
increase, at higher temperatures.

It was found that the film was not carried back and
forth by the vibrating wire as seen in Figure 1 2 , but rather 
was stretched as is shown in Figure 13.

Fig. 12 PREDICTED FILM Fig. 13 ACTUAL OBSERVED FILM 
STRETCHING STRETCHING

He found the following empirical equation to be
valid for almost all incompressible fluids.

He was able to achieve an increase of almost 400% in hy for 
a temperature difference of 10°F. This dropped to approxi
mately 200%for a difference of 400° with the same vibration
al amplitude and frequency.

Vibraiion

<— >
Vibraiion

< >Vibration

Nu = 0.75 + .0022



6e7 Bhine$25 usitiLg the same, equipment as Tsuis did 
not.pursue the same line of analysis but rather attempted 
to find a model through -hi s experiment at ion which would \ 
allow- solution of the havier Stokes equations? He assumed 
that 3 the boundary layer thickness varied'.as' the plate 
qsoillated® ■ This assumption was shown by his experiment s 
to be uhacc apt able ® The values of hv$ much larger than 
predicted, were considered, to be due to a change in the 
type of boundary layer flow rather than an orderly expan
sion and .compression of the layer as he' had presupposed.

.: In solving f or h^, he used the equation

-where the average temperature gradient along the plate was 
found to be: , \ ' '

(30o48)Z ...
Y  ■' A y  : : .

This value was obtained from the interferometer1s photo
graphs 0 ■ - ■ ' _ ' , ' ■ ■ ' -

His cohclusions were:
a) For constant amplitude the value of hv 

was unchanged until a critical frequency fc was reached® 
Above this value ' it was 'found that hv increased with .. 
frequency increase, while Ay decreased.- A plot of hv



versus frequency is shown in Figure 14 for varying ampli
tudes and temperatures#

b) Variations in the amplitude for constant 
frequency produced much the same behavior as variation of 
frequency at constant amplitude had above the crifleal 
amplitude ac »

o) An indifference curve is shown in Figure 
15, This represents a plot of ,the acfc value #99= It was 
found in the experimentation that this Value represents the 
minimum transverse velocity needed for an increase in hy 
to become apparent# '
■ \ d) Up to a critical (a)(f) value the heat

• transfer r ate remained constant s Above this value the flow 
was no longer.laminars and was in the transition state ; 
until (a ) (f) . was , fur the r Inc re a se d P u r  ing thi s t r ans i t ipn 
state> a change in the heat transfer rate occurred, but a 

■ change in the boundary layer thickness wasnot pertinent as 
was ,supposed in the analytical 'discussion# I ‘ b

e ) The maximum increase in hy achieved was 
approximately 30^» At higher surface temperatures if 
appeared that an earlier inception -Of the change 'in hv was 
observed, but a Ipwer percentage increase was .achieved. . 
This; finding is questionable^,however, and needs further

' ■ ' ■ ■ ’ - . : ; : : 
■ 608 Fand and Kaye^ discussing t he use of a hot



wire, for visualizing intense stationary sound waves» don” ■ 
eluded that thermal and acoustic effects can be coupled to 
’induce mechanical vibrations of the wire of considerable 
amplitude e . - • •

I n ;shadowgraph pictuces# a stationary sound field 
showed clusters of dots (cold spots)’ at the ant inode s ®
These dots decreased in number as the nodes w ere approached* 
For a strong progressive sound .wave . they were evenly distri
buted and showed a random motion* The word strong means 
above a sound power level of ISO db» and progressive means 
a sound field f ree of reflected waves a-nd ' steadily decreas
ing in magnitude; as the distance from the sound source ' 
Increases o This phenomenoh. indie at e d a  greater heat trans
fer effect was gained from a standing wave which has a 
reflected portion present* It also showed the clarity 
which could be gained from using a hot wire method for 
visualization of the heat transfer problem with sound®y ..

These same men conducted a thorough study of free . 
convective heat transfer f rom- a horizontal cylinder in a 
standing sound wav# field* ■ . v;; . • ' ■ ■

.. They suspended a 3/4" copper cylinder in an aneChoic 
(soundproof) chamber® A limited amount of t estihg •’ds ing; ;. 
progressive sound waves was conducted but it was,found that 
the sound intensity, range was approximately 8: db lower than 
with a , standing wave, arid' the results we re therefore more
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restrictetio
They first performed an amlytical study determining 

the parameters which were most applicable = For heat trans
fer without sound they used the equation:
' ■ ■ : ■ : A f  I  • ' 1 : :1 h ^ ): =: .49G(ATjW . . , (So 15)

‘ \
The appropriate dimens ionlesp co rrelation wass

1 Nu = Cf(GroPr )W / 1 , (6®16)

The value of Of giving the best accuracy was 6485.
A quantity (af)f was used-in the equations with 

sound ratiaer than v?0 At an antinode the particle velocity 
v is' equal to 2 71 af. They considered the quant ity (af) ̂  
to be proportional to the kinetic energy density at the 
antinode«. It- was measured at the antinodal plane midway 
between the sound sources e. , Fromf .this it was -c one 1 uded that 
a good equation for fully developed vortex flow would bei

Multiplying: the measured (af.)̂  value by the factor F yields 
an average value of (af) over "the finite diameter of the 
cylinder® ;  >  ' v. f

The result s of their studie s of flows by 'means of 
photo graphic technique s using smoke gene rat ion brought : 
forth some ent irely new f indings I
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' a) photographs taken in the presence of the
sound fielh hut in the absence of a temperature gradient 
showed no change from that without .sound,, indicating the 
absence of isothermal streamings This might have been due 
to - the higher ye locitie s of the smoke streams which were .; 
20y40 cm/sec as compared to Holtsmark”s test where the 
maximum velocity achieved was 0*15 cm/seca These smoke 
.Streams could have obliterated^ the effect but. this has-,not 
■ beeh verified,. : -y/

1 • b) photographs in the presence of a tempera
ture gradient revealed a type of streaming flow not here tqf 
fore reported0. It consisted of two vortices located in 
the quadrants above the cylinder with none appearing below 
as in isothermal.streaming® The direction of the flow was 
consistent with previous studies but they increased in 
size With, sound power increases at constant frequency® 
/Whereas isothermal equations-predicted that in free space ;
the centers of the outer vortices would not be definable §
these vortices had their centers at a definite distance from
the cylinder® The. vortices were alternately collapsing
and regenerating® The authors called these " thermo -acous
tic vortices’1 and considered them to resemble the vortices 
behind, a cylinder in forced cross-flow®

c ) A critical sound pressure level was found , 
beyond which the dimensionless heat transfer coefficient



hv/h began "to increase rapidly«,• This increase was attri~ 
butable to the vortices bringing cool ambient air to the 
heated surface and carrying away hot air0 Once the verti
ces began to form they did so quite rapidly and this 
period of formation was the one of most rapid increase of 
h . Once they were fully formed this rate was much slower,

d) fhis "thermo-acoustic streaming" was much 
more powerful than any previously reported^ It showed 
velocities of 100-200. cm/see0 In the region of fully ’ 
developed vortex flow their empirical equations were I ’

hv = 0<,722

(Nu) = 14^2 iorPr (Ma)| J  for same • : (6.19)
'. v ■■■ • ■ ■ ' conditions ' : •

hi! (af)  ̂ for f # 1496) ; (6,18)
; l|d ̂  6 O 04 : ; :

BqMtion 6dl8 showed that for this frequency range* hv was 
proportional to the cube root of the average vibrational 
kinetic energy density and equation 6®19 represented the' 
extent to which the acoustic mode was transduced into the 
vortex1 mode e This phenomenon, was entitled thermo acoustic : 
transduction because no vortex formation was found in -the ' 
cool air below the cylinder® • ,

e ) The parameters .e-* m* and n used in • : 
equation 6,17 were c onstant below a frequency Of 1496 cps®' 
is the frequency increased' the- values of all these para
meters decreased® It appeared that this phenomenon was



related to the decreasing size of the vortices of thermo- . 
acoustic' transduotSon as the frequency Increased at constant

sph.y;t ^ ./ V ' ' - ' v ' ; :
 ̂ : , f) Placing' the cylinder at the velocity node ;

irathe r than the ant in ode showed hv to be equal to-, h® This 
, se:eined:-f;odindicate that pressure, fluctuations' did. not :':V; .■ ..
ihflueuce the heat transfer rate® ■ ' .y ; ,'t ■.

dg.) Dividing equation 6®1? by equation 6® 15 
'fielded, ah equation for the eff ectiveness of sound in in-: 
ore as ihg -he at. tr ah sf e r r ate s« , y ' s . , " ■' . ' y: .
■'.i--:' i - : . i ; "" ■■■ i - 2 ' '' 'h„/h = ySc,95(d)* (ZtT)12 (af) 3 (6*20)

' h) A plot of ■ hv versus zhT at constant SPL 
values;.is shpwn in Figure 16= The frequency used is 2116 
cpss which was the, optimum one found in this study® The 
largest increase in h s approximately 200^ s:was achieved 
with au SPh value of 150 db.

■ . ' : ■ ' - pc ' .6.9 Holman and Mott-Smith conducted an experi
mental analysis of free conyection using the same test 
element as Fand ahd Kaye» They found the lowest SPL. 
causing an increase in hv was 132 db. Changes in hy for 
S P1,changes were non-linear® A high percentage of the. . 
change of h^ could be' obtained with a small SPL change • y y ' 

y-above 14S :.db« The..:maximum percentage of change.was 105%  

at- a f requency of 4710 .ycps withy an, . SPL value of .147 db . . y
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Their conclusions were:
a) Acoustical streaming caused an increase of 

the free convective boundary layer velocity.
b) Two sets of vortices existed. When the 

inner vortex system became quite thin for large amplitude 
sound waves, boundary layer separation occurred. At this 
time, the outer vortex system moved closer to the cylinder 
thereby augmenting the free convective velocity profile 
with its tangential component. This phenomenon occurred 
only for large amplitude waves.

c) Once the boundary layer was triggered to 
turbulent flow, it was considered likely that the laminar 
sublayer was also disturbed.

A plot of hv versus SPL is shown in Figure 17 for 
three typical frequencies.

1.3
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Fig. 17 PLOT OF hv VS SPL AT VARIOUS FREQUENCIES
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6®10 In an experimental test of free convection . _ 
from a horizontal cylinder in a strong progressive sound • 
field, Sprott^® achieved an increase In.-hv -of, 184«5^,,

H  summarization of his results, followss
a) The change in critical SPL with frequency 

■ appearedth be random and without explanations .
b) 4s the SPL reached the critical value, the 

free convective wake divided into two streams,; further 
increase in SPL caused the separation points of the divided 
streams to move farther downstream while the wakes moved: 
into closer proximity* At the same time an alternating 
action was initiated* • The streams alternately disappeared 
and redeveloped. Only one was present at a time. The 
formation of vorticity at the end of these streams was p 
clearly visible, When the. separated- streams had moved to 
their final positions relative to the cylinder, the flow - 
pattern was fully established. Further increases in. SPL 
caused little change in the boundary layer or flow pattern, 
Further increases in hv were attributed to an increase in 
the yeloclty of the separated flow," '

c) At frequencies of 100 t o .1660 cpsy the . 
disturbances were confined to the upper two quadrants® At 
higher frequencies all four quadrants were involved. This 
phenomenon.was not observed by previous investigators of 
free convection, and therefore needs further investigation?,';



A plot of hv versus SPL at various frequencies 
is shown in Figure 18.
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Fig 18 PLOT OF hv VS SPL



/ ; 7 THERMO ACOUSTIC TRMSDUCTIOH 
' • Prior to the studies of.the phenomena of Hthermo™
acoustio transduction" as summarized by Fand and Kaye' in 
Chapter 6S several papers had been published related to 
this specific field of coupled flow. These authors attempt
ed, to present a different approach to the study of flUc- 
tuaf ions in' fluid, flow in the presence of a temperature . 
gradient and a ‘high intetislty sound field. It was con
sidered possible to describe the interrelations between 
the fluctuations by a consideratloh of three.modes of <
act ion o- The s.e. were the aeons t ic type involving 'varia t ions 
in pressure and density^ the vortex flow or vortioity . 
type Involving variations from the free stream velocity 
(this may. be augmented by a temperature gradient and a " 
sound pressure vdien they are' present) ; and the entropy type 
which considers Variations in the dissipative actions due 
to ■ viscous she ar ' and heat transfer effect s ,

• . 7 e 1 Moyal^ working in the absence of he at trans
fer considered two types - of ̂ act lohs. tb"!bê  present' in - a • 
flow in the presence of an acoustic fieIdt The" first of 
these corresponds to fluctuating .acoustical waves 
(pressure /and density) and the second to fluctuating vorti- . 
city or velocity» These two interact only throu^a the



inertia effects® She reaction is strongest under conditions 
of greatest turbulence. Under such conditions the vorticity 
may be considered to act as a source of noise and the noise . ,
as a source of vorticity. At low turbulence and Reynolds, 
number values the two phenomena act relatively independent- . -
ly of each other»

■ ■ 28 ' ...... - ''7o2 ■ KoVgisznay : expanded on loyal1 s hypothesis
with a paper on turbulence in supersonic flow with heat
transfer® Using a hot wire anemometer in • a supersonic
wind tunnel, he investigated variations of the properties
of a compressiblef viscous.9 ,and heat condtictive gas„ He
recognized these variations to be those considered in the .
three previously mentioned modes of action® He called. :
these modes the. vprticlt;ys H # hntropys "S # and sound pressure
. modes® He worked with a supersonic flow where the '
interactions were magnified

A summarization of his results follows s ,
a) fhe fluctuations in such a flow can be

considered to obey separate linear differential equations
if the fields are weaks but have moderate interactions if ■
the fields are, stronger® : 'h , V

- b) The velocity fluctuations are present in
both the vorticity mode, and the sound wave mode® The '
pressure fluctuations are present in the sound wave mode1® . :
Density and temperature fluctuati ons are split into ; .
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ise.ntropic terms 5610nging■ to.,ShA;, sound wave mode and non- 
isentropic terms belonging to the entropy mode« The entro
py mode also includes heat transfer effects„ .
' - e) -His measurernents .indicated. all three modes
to be significant- but the ir relative importance varied in 
different flow regions®: Sound wave effects were more 
important in free stream flowj, while the effects of the 
other modes were more' important in boundary layer flow®'
The entropy mode was always .significant when the vortlcity 
mode was intense® .

. d) It appears that while an Interaction of 
all three mode's is possible^ in general, the interactions 
seem to occur between two modes at a time» The choice of 
which two modes interact seems to be dependent upon the ' 
location within the flow® ' : . ' . : - ;d -'

, : ' ■, r 29 " - ' . ': : - ' > v7®3 Mawardi also studied the mechanism of trans
duction of thermal energy into acoustic •energy® -tie intro
duced boiindaries into the domain of; flow but simplified 
his flow by considering the - case Of an inviseid fluid which 
eliminated the vofticity mode» He. was specifically inter
ested in the weak interaction between an acoustic field 
and a thermal field as set up by forced convection® It 
was shown that Irrespective of the temperature distribution 
an incident sound wave extracts energy from a thermal field 
thereby resulting in an apparent amplification of the
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.̂/accoustfie Bnepgy in .the sound wave e ■ He expressed, this rein—
. fopceinent by a term calle.d a n 1'amplification factor51 a 
Although he did not evaluate this factor' numerically> it 
was st ill deinons trat ed that thermo acoustic transduction. .' ,
was significant. . '. - ,  ̂ \ -

In summary it may be said that it appears entirely ' -
■ possible to approach the study of the field of he,at trahsfer

with sound, or vibration through consideration of this pheno
menon of thermoacoustic transduction,/ Much additional b

' study is needed, in order to determine the exact details  ̂ ;
through which the Increased he at transfer rates are V;,"
obtained a: ' ' v; : ;h ' h / p; .
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